OCTOBER 2014
October Meeting Guest
Speaker:
Tammy Snyder will
discuss Tracking!

Message from IDTC President
Thanks to everyone who volunteers to make this club work! Thanks to all
who stewarded at Sampson - great weather, for a change! And thanks to
Rue for organizing the stewards. Thanks to all the instructors and assistants and those who help out behind the scenes as well as those who have
a more public role. This Club runs on volunteers!!
I'd like a volunteer or two to serve on a committee to review the Club's
constitution with an eye towards recommending updates, amendments or
changes. Let me know if you are interested!
The board has approved liability insurance coverage for our volunteers as
well as for our officers—I think these are important benefits for all of us
who could be targets of disgruntled or just plain unhappy members of the
public who come into contact with our Club through classes or other
events. We've been fortunate thus far but in this litigious world, I don't
want to push our luck!
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Suzanne Etherington

October 2014 Guest Speaker
IDTC’s own Tammy Snyder will speak to the membership about
Tracking. From Tammy: I attended Lenape tracking clubs Tracking
education day which was 2 days of education on everything tracking. It incorporated some time on theory, equipment, how to make a
map so you can find your track in the event the dog gets off track.
We did a game to figure out how many of our normal paces makes
up a yard—tracks are measured in yards. We actually got on the
field and started our dogs. Lenape tracking club is similar to our
club in that it is an older club, that has been dedicated to training individuals the art of tracking. They hold 3 tests a year at all levels an
have several members with CT and all the tracking levels from TD,
TDX, and VST. I will be discussing some of the things I learned and
am incorporating into my tracking class.

DEADLINE

OCTOBER MEETING
Date: 10/28/2014
Location: Baker
Board: 6:00pm
Program: 7:00pm
Tracking
General: to follow
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MISC. COMMITTEES

OFFICERS

A.T.T.S.: Tom Szebenyi 564-7230
CU/Pavilion Coordinator: Deb Watrous 533-3672
Class Materials Coordinator: Shirley Kielmann
Equipment:
Assistant:
Equipment Maintenance:
Agility Equip Maintenance:
FLKC Liaison: Marg Pough 273-0925
Graduations:
Beginners: Joe & Nancy Cowan, Debbie Brown
Advance:
TBD
CGC:
Debbie Keith
Historian: Lucille Straub
Holiday Party: TBD
IDTC Yahoo list serve: Kathy Hildreth kphildreth@yahoo.com
Interclub: Sue Yanoff
Judges Selection: Deb Bain 347-6518
Library: Tammy Osmeloski 844-4003
Match Show Chair: Hannah Robinson
Membership Steward: Katelyn Davis katelynjdavis@gmail.com
Nltr copying/mailing: Deb Bain 347-6518
Point Show Fall 2014: Rue Chagoll
Point Show Spring 2015: TBD
Programs:
Public Information: Betsy Root 387-7082
Publicity (newspaper): Marian Szebenyi 564-7230
Recorder: Hannah Robinson
Registrar:
Beginners: Marian Szebenyi 564-7230
Advanced: Karen Netherton kan6@cornell.edu
Agility:
Pepi Leids 776-9721
Refreshments:
Meetings: Sherry Ditko 756-6538 (H) or 753-8966 (W)
Beg. Grad: Jennifer Gerdes 330-2011
Adv. Grad: Jennifer Gerdes 330-2011
Sunshine: Donna Webster (315) 364-7406
Trophies/Ribbons: Betty Baldwin 257-1683
Video Rentals: Tammy Osmeloski 844-4003
Web Pages:
General:
Marian Szebenyi 564-7230
Facebook: Linda Pacioretty
Welcoming Chair: TBD

President
Suzanne Etherington - etherington1@juno.com

Vice-President
Lynn Anguish - lja2@cornell.edu

Secretary
Hannah Robinson - hannahl6@yahoo.com

Treasurer
Katie Barnaby - tebika@hotmail.com
BOARD MEMBERS
Deb Bain
Kathy Hildreth
Karen Netherton
Margie Peech
Nancy Allmann

(1/13-1/15)
(1/13-1/15)
(1/14-1/16)
(1/14-1/16)
(1/14-1/15)

TRAINING COMMITTEE
Training Director

Tammy Osmeloski - ttia607@gmail.com
Co-Training Director

Tammy Snyder

(2/14-2/16) appointed

Sue Pfuntner
Joe Cowan

(2/14-2/16)
(2/14-2/15)

Lisa Mitchell
Marian Szebenyi
Joe Osmeloski

(2/14-2/16)
(2/14-2/15)
(2/13-2/15)

Appointed Members
Elected Members

Address Corrections
Katelyn Davis
katelynjdavis@gmail.com
9 Cardinal Drive
Ithaca, NY 14850
408-833-9127

ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP

Active members get lower rates for classes and other events than inactive members. More importantly, they are what makes the Club work.

Newsletter Editor

When you join IDTC, you are considered an active member for the first
year. After that, active membership is maintained by putting in a mini-

Chris O’Brien

cms41@cornell.edu
144 Yaple Road, Ithaca, NY 14850
607-319-0529

mum of 10 hours per year doing things for the Club, such as assisting
or instructing a class, helping out at events (e. g. being a steward at

trials, providing refreshments for a graduation, making arrangements to

Note: Articles should be submitted electronically in either a Text
or MS Word format. Pictures may be included but must have
proper credits. Typos in the newsletter may or may not be the Editor’s fingers—this includes any mistakes on dates, etc.
The best way to reach the Newsletter Editor is EMAIL.
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bring in a seminar speaker, etc.), or serving on a committee such as

the Training Committee. Active members are also expected to regularly
attend the monthly Club meetings. Your active/inactive status for a year
is determined by your participation during the previous year.

General Meeting Minutes

IDTC General meeting Minutes
September 23, 2014
Submitted by: Hannah Robinson, Secretary

risks involved in teaching and training dogs, often with inThe Meeting opened at 7:58 in the Baker Institute auditorium after an informative talk by Tracey Sklenar on the new experienced handlers. In addition, we will continue with
the policy we have carried in the past to meet the requireagility venue UKI. United Kingdom Agility International.
ments for Cornell and the pavilion.
Previous minutes from the August 26th meeting were apNEW Business: Jen Gerdes has lined up a Cornell student
proved as read.
who is working with dogs who can identify cancer in huTreasurer’s Report: showed a balance of $35,782.57 in
mans for a talk at the November meeting.
Checking and Savings, and $16,119.55 in C.D’s for a total of
Joe Osmeloski has graciously accepted the chairmanship of
$51, 902.12.
the Holiday Party with vigorous encouragement by the
Training Committee: classes for Fall are under way, with
General Membership. Joe has requested help from three or
possible offerings for the four-week late Fall session infour others to cover the organizing of auctions, raffles and
clude Treiball, Agility II (for those in Agility I), Nosework,
general management of the occasion. Please volunteer by
and possibly “Date Night With Your Dog”. These are pend- contacting him as soon as possible, or offer to donate a basing the addition of several assistants. There will be open
ket or items for the raffle.
Agility for a charge on Friday.
Bruce Coleman reported there are still several sessions
Tammy Snyder of the Training Committee also called for
open for the Terri Clingerman clinic in December. The genmore instructors and assistants for the winter session, ineral opinion of the membership indicated the fact that Terri
cluding Beginner I and II. Current class instructors should had done so many clinics for us over the years that there
watch for prospective assistants among their students and was less interest. Bruce was inclined to cancel the future
ask them to help out in the next session.
Betsy Scappichio clinic scheduled next Spring, but was advised instead to consider putting the clinic back a year, in
Tammy Osmeloski would like to find an instructor for the
the hope that the new facility in Groton would be a much
Friday Agility class, since she will also be running Agility
better venue for the Scappichio clinic than the pavilion with
League with Joe again beginning in January.
its various issues.
OLD Business: The Board has decided to purchase liability
insurance to cover instructors and assistants as well as di- With no further business old or new, the meeting adjourned at 8:33 pm
rectors and officers, given our litigious society, and the

2014 Obedience Advisory Committee—Recommendations—September 29, 2014
Originally the Obedience Advisory Committee (OAC) met in June to discuss the future of the sport and to review the more
than 1,000 suggestions submitted by the Fancy. The Committee members put a great deal of thought into the input from the
Fancy in order to produce meaningful recommendations that will move the sport of obedience into the future, while keeping in
mind the importance of the past. The Committee met again in August to complete the review. Additional recommendations are
being published here for your comments.
The recommendations were accidentally posted on September 24th before the committee had a chance to review the final document. The recommendations were immediately removed pending the OAC review. We apologize for the possible confusion.
The Committee’s review is now complete and the following recommendations from the Committee are being published for the
Fancy to review and provide feedback over the next three weeks through October 22nd. Please feel free to share this link with
your friends and club members. Only one submittal per person should be provided.

Comments will be taken until the deadline date of:
Wednesday, October 22, 2014 at 12 Noon EST.

http://www.akc.org/events/obedience/obedience_advisory_committee.cfm
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Living Vicariously: Emergency Preparedness
By Denise McGinnis
Denise is a retired veterinary technician. At the time, she’s pet-less, but is hoping to resolve that soon. Her last remaining Dalmatian, Darcy, is currently
living with her niece. Dalmatians have been her passion for as long as she can remember thanks to her first family dog, named Spotty...naturally. Although it's been a few years since she has actively trained, she has raised, trained and shown Dalmatians most of her life. She started in 4-H in Onondaga
County. (Yes, 4-H was in existence way back then, along with electricity being available). She grew up on a pony farm. Her mom always introduced her as
the daughter who went to the dogs.

How many of us have had that fleeting thought about what we would do if we had to leave our homes in a hurry? And then, the thought
that we'll do it later? Of course, our pets would be the first things to go in the car, but what else would we take? During moments of
stress and panic, would we be able to think rationally and remember to grab what was critical? Would we even have time to gather
items?
Granted, we are fortunate to be in an area where we don't usually have to worry about live-threatening weather events, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, and tornados. However, we've all been witnessing more bizarre weather over the past few years. More tornadoes
seem to be occurring in our state, or at least those destructive, "straight-line" winds. And flooding appears to be on the increase in many
areas. Also, there continues to be incidents of power outages during extreme cold or heavy snowfall, sometimes long-term, which can
cause property damage (i.e. Collapsed roofs). So, I suppose it might be time to bring our heads out the sand, stop saying that we'll do it
later, & make plans for what could happen.
Many of us have seen, or even have, window stickers to alert 1st responders to where children's rooms are. Well, they have them for
pets, too, and fortunately, many responders will do their best to rescue animals. If you have these stickers, it's important to keep them
up-to-date. It would be unforgiveable for a rescuer to risk their life searching for a pet who is no longer there. And for the same reason,
if you need to evacuate, write "EVACUATED" across the front of the sticker, so that rescuers don't waste time searching for animals who
aren't there. A Google search will show you many sources for obtaining these stickers, but check out local pet supply retailers, as well.

So what do you take with you? The ASPCA posts the following list on its website for pets and there was a number of things that I wouldn't have considered, even if not in the midst of a crisis:



















Keep an Evac-Pack and supplies handy for your pets. Make sure that everyone in the family knows where it is. This kit
should be clearly labeled and easy to carry. Items to consider keeping in or near your pack include:
Pet first-aid kit and guide book (ask your vet what to include, or visit the ASPCA Store to buy one online)
3-7 days' worth of canned (pop-top) or dry food (be sure to rotate every two months)
Disposable litter trays (aluminum roasting pans are perfect)
Litter or paper toweling
Liquid dish soap and disinfectant
Disposable garbage bags for clean-up
Pet feeding dishes
Extra collar or harness as well as an extra leash
Photocopies of medical records and a waterproof container with a two-week supply of any medicine your pet requires
(Remember, food and medications need to be rotated out of your emergency kit—otherwise they may go bad or become
useless.)
Bottled water, at least 7 days' worth for each person and pet (store in a cool, dry place and replace every two months)
A traveling bag, crate or sturdy carrier, ideally one for each pet
Flashlight
Blanket (for scooping up a fearful pet)
Recent photos of your pets (in case you are separated and need to make "Lost" posters)
Especially for cats: Pillowcase or EvackSack, toys, scoopable litter
Especially for dogs: Extra leash, toys and chew toys, a week's worth of cage liner.
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Living Vicariously: Emergency Preparedness (continued)
You should also have an emergency kit for the human members of the family. Items to include: Batteries, duct tape, flashlight, radio,
multi-tool, tarp, rope, permanent marker, spray paint, baby wipes, protective clothing and footwear, extra cash, rescue whistle, important phone numbers, extra medication and copies of medical and insurance information.
You think, "I don't want to store food & water for something that might never happen". Well, make it a habit to replace the food & water (and medications) when you open a new bag of food & it will always be fresh enough. Keep the emergency kit in an location where it
can be grabbed for a quick exit and make sure everyone knows where it is.
My mom always kept copies of all of our horses' coggins papers in the truck, so that there was never a chance of getting to a show & not
having them in order to get on the grounds. So, I have always kept my dogs' rabies certificates in my car out of habit. The medical papers can be stored there, as well.
It's probably a good idea to keep, in the kit, written information on each of the pets, including feeding and medication schedules, how to
identify each pet (many don't wear collars while at home), any behavioral issues, your contact info, and contact info for your veterinarian, as well as your other emergency contacts. Even if you don't have a natural disaster event, it is possible that you could have a personal emergency that could result in you being unable to care for your pets or give necessary information.
If your pet is not microchipped, do it NOW! If they are, make sure they are registered with the manufacturer's program, or the AKC CAR
program, and that the contact information remains current! Don't assume that your veterinarian or breeder has done this. It doesn't do
any good to have a microchip implanted if you can't be identified or tracked down. Working at a Vet. Tech, I've seen this happen all too
often. The chip was there, but it wasn't registered. So, the poor, lost pet was never reunited with its owner. Also, keep an ID tag on
their collar that has a current cell phone number for you.
Most of us keep crates in our cars, but if not, or there's not extra room, a soft-sided, fold-up crate would be a good option to have in the
vehicle. They take minimal space, but it's still there if you need it in a hurry.
One thing that I think needs to be emphasized, is to keep an extra favorite toy or toys or training tools (dumbbell?) in the kit. It'll be important to have something to comfort or distract them in light of the stress that they will be picking up from you.
Where do we go? Many shelters do not allow pets, so you'll need to make arrangements with your veterinarian, boarding kennel, or a
friend or relative to take them in. If you hope to go and stay with friends or relatives out of the area, make sure that the y are amenable
to having your critters join you. Or keep a list of pet-friendly hotels out of your immediate area.
You should probably keep several alternate routes in mind in case your primary route is inaccessible. Also, stay on friendly terms with
your neighbors. You might need them as a backup plan to remove & hold your pets if you are unable to reach them right away.
What if we can't leave? There might be times when evacuation is not possible or advised. Look
around your home to establish the safest location for different scenarios. In the case of tornados
or high winds you will want to select an interior room, away from windows, or a basement, if you
have one.
With flooding, make sure that you are able to get to the highest level.
In the event of fire, do you know the safest, fastest exit from anywhere in your home? Do you
know how to quickly pop out windows for escaping, without being able to see? A good reason,
one of many, to changing those smoke alarm batteries twice a year is to give you those valuable
extra seconds.
If there is a chance of a power outage, fill bathtubs, sinks, and buckets with water. You can do
without food for longer and can bundle yourself and your pets all together under a pile of blankets, but you can't go without water.
I hope that this gives you the information that you need to establish an emergency plan and kit, as
well as the motivation to do it before you need it. It sounds like a fun and easy family project to
me!

A small but valiant team of Club members braved intermittent rain to walk in the Newfield
Old Home Days Parade on September 13. It was great practice dealing with dog + umbrella + marchers throwing candy! We got a nice cheer from the crowd. Thanks go to Margie
Peech with Neville, and Tom and Marian Szebenyi with Luna and Tina.
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Training Committee
the bleachers (where the rest of the equipment is),
or are provided by the instructors.

Volunteers Needed

1. The Training Committee is seeking someone to fill
the role of “Advanced Graduation Coordinator”.
Please contact Tammy Snyder or more info and to
volunteer for this position. tsrotts1@twcny.rr.com
The purpose of the Advanced Graduation Coordinator
role is to provide instructors with the materials and set
up they need to carry out their plans for graduation of
their advanced classes.
Responsibilities and Time Commitment:

The Advanced Graduation Coordinator may assist with
the community CGC, but that is often carried out by the
team providing CGC evaluations, et al.

Beginner Graduation Coordinator Job Description
Beginner Graduation occurs 2 to 4 times a year.
A couple of weeks before Graduation:
1. Be proactive to get names of instructors and their
students/dogs.

1. A couple of weeks before graduation, the Coordinator reaches out to the instructors to find out what
they'll need -- the setup of rings, what equipment
should be present (if any), evaluation forms, etc. (20
minutes of email/phone tag/etc.)

2. Be organized with paperwork (includes stuffing envelopes, and possibly get more copies.)

2. The Coordinator recruits club volunteers to assist in
the setup, take down, and stewarding (if relevant).
(20 minutes of email/phone tag/coordination)

On the night of Graduation:

3. On the day of graduation, setup begins at least 30minutes before class, and take-down begins when
the instructor is finished. (The event may take 1 to
2.5 hrs, depending on the size of classes, number of
classes, and number of volunteers.). Forms for most
of the graduation needs are in the cabinets under

2. Be friendly to the students and dog, encouraging
before the exam and congratulatory after.

3. Reach out to get at 2 or 3 helpers for the night of
graduation.
1. Show up early on night of graduation to set up rings
and tables (and stay late to clean up).

Contact Nancy Cowan (607-351-2369) directly if you'd
are willing to help for this Oct event and/or you may
want to be a coordinator.

Volunteers Needed
1. More exposure for the Club - Fall Pet Expo at the Shops at Ithaca Mall, October 18, 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
No need to be there the entire time, we can switch off. Mostly talking to people and handing out info, but
some opportunity to do a little demo work, and lots of chances for people to pet your dog(s). Contact: Marian Szebenyi (dms34@cornell.edu)
2. We will be holding the next CGC test on Tuesday, October 21 at 6:00 pm. If you can help, please email me
privately. Evaluators, please check your schedules and let me know if you can make it and help out!!! I also
need crowd, admin help, and friendly dog! Thanks in advance for being willing to help run the test! Debbie Keith (debbiek@wendcentral.com)
3. Holiday Party! Contact Joe Osmeloski to help! ttia607@gmail.com
4. The 4H Dog Program (4H Jr Tailwaggers) is looking for help with the advanced obedience group. “We
have a wonderful group of youth and just need help with instructors. Even if they can only do one night a
month, anything is better than nothing.” Cindy Wagner (cw14@cornell.edu)

Just wanted to keep you updated. IDTC has made a donation to the Guiding Eyes for the Blind, Finger Lakes
region in memory of Valerie Gryisco. Val was a long time member of IDTC. She contributed is so many ways
beyond being a officer and trainer. Thank to Deb Bain for the idea and Deb Watrous for the mechanics. And of
course Katie for getting the check in the mail. Val's family has been notified. Thanks, Pat Welch
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IDTC STEWARDING TEAM SHINES AGAIN AT WINE COUNTRY
Judges and exhibitors alike had many positive comments about the IDTC stewarding
team at Wine Country Sunday, Sept. 28th. Veteran stewards were joined by a number of
first-timers and together they delivered a great experience for all who participated.
Thanks are due to: Rally Ring team—Tammy Snyder, Karen Netherton, Nicole Irizarry,
Jackie Gumtow and Denise McGinnis; and Obedience Ring Team—Lisa Mitchell, Lynne
Wilks, Margie Peech, Jami Landry and Manny McGovern.
Any discussion of IDTC's long standing stellar reputation at Wine Country would be incomplete without mention of the terrific work and selection of awards by Trophy CoChairs Betty and Jim Baldwin.
If you weren't able to assist at this trial, you'll have opportunity to volunteer for the
Spring Salt City Cluster in March. Please do you part and support our great Club.
Rue Chagoll, Fall 2014 Obedience Trial Chair

Rally Ring

Obedience Ring

Trophy Chairs
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IDTC BRAGS
Bruce & Audrey Coleman—At Western Lakes, Golden Retriever Fanny earned her
UDX title. She placed in both Open B & Utility B. She earned a bumper leg at
the Patroon DTC in Poestenkill, NY, again placing in both classes. 19 month old
Retriever Pete earned his Senior Hunter title at the Finger Lakes Retriever Club
hunt test in Baldwinsvlle, NY. He completed his title in 5 straight hunt tests.
Kathy Hildreth—Sheltie Magic earned the USDAA MPD (Master Performance Dog)
title at Boome Town. This is a versatility title and he needed 3 P111/Master Standard Qs and 1 Q from every
M/P111 non-standard class to achieve this title. At the Barto, PA trial, he earned the PRM (Performance
Relay Master) USDAA title. And took 2nd place in the P Master Challenge Jumpers Class (international
style). At the Over Rover Trial in Cato, NY, Magic earned 2nd in the PVP Team Event. He also achieved his
AKC MXJS title for 50 Master JWW Qs at the OKA Jones Road trial. And to wrap up September, he won 1st
place P111 Snooker Super Q at the Happy Tails USDAA trial and a 2nd place in 12” P Grand Prix.
Karen Netherton—Lab Finn earned his second leg in Rally Advanced at Western Lakes with a score of 95.
Mallorie Morse—Poodle Parker (MACH Mallorie’s Black in Action CGCA MXB MJB MXF T2B CL-4) finished his
MACH on 9/21/14 at the OKA agility trial. Parker qualified in all 8 runs picking up 3
double Q's and 2 triple Q's making it a perfect weekend). Parker is now qualified for
the 2015 AKC Nationals which will be held in Reno, NV. To qualify for the nationals
you needed 4 double Q's, 20 qualifying legs at the Masters level in Standard or
Jumpers with weaves along with 500 points. Yes, I plan on taking the trip with
Parker!

Susan Morse—At a NWDA (National Working Dog Association) event, Malinois
Cane pulled 1050 pounds—his overall best, qualifying him for his WPT2 (18x his
body weight). He beat his previous days overall best going to 1250 pounds. He
also earned his 1st APDA weight pulling title (PDN-S) at the “Who Let the Dogs
Out” pull in Rome, pulling 12x his body weight 3 times (725 pounds, 825 pounds & 860 pounds). He earned
his 2nd level title (WPT2) of NWDA, pulling 18x his weight one time—1050 pounds (an extra pull at 1250
pounds). Belgian Laekenois Luna also attended the Novice pull and pulled the empty cart at 250 pounds..
Mal Holly completed her CPE Level 4 title at Boome Town.
Nancy Givens—All American Cricket finished his CAA (Coursing Ability Advanced)
title at the Lake Country Coursing trials at Sampson.
Linda Pacioretty—Dogue Bordeaux Maqui finished her CDX at the WLTC trials
earning her last leg in the AM trial with a 193 and 1st place. She then earned a
bumper in the PM trial with a 194 and another 1st place.
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IDTC BRAGS
Jami Landry—Australian Cattle Dog Freybug competed in the September CPE
Trial at Boome Town. She Q’d in Level 1 Jumpers, Wildcard, Colors, and
Jackpot. Frey earned 1st place in all 4 classes and earned her Level 1
Handler Title. One more title to go to complete all of Level 1!
Mikhail McGovern-Landry—Sheltie Blitzen also competed at Boome Town,
Q’ing in Level 1 Jumpers, Colors and Wildcard—placing 1st in all 3 classes.
Blitzen also earned their 1st CPE Title—Level 1 Handler.
Kerry Boisvert—Border Terrier Lark completed her Coursing Ability Title (CA) at Sampson.
Chris O’Brien—At the PEN-NY ASC agility and rally trials, Aussie Jazz completed his Gamblers
Open & Jumpers Elite titles—both with 1st places. He
picked up a bumper Jumpers leg with a 1st place. He also
earned 2 Rally Excellent legs—with placements—completing
his RE title. Aussie Fleck earned her 1st Jumpers Novice
leg with a 1st place. And she earned 2 bumper Rally Novice
legs with a 194 and a 199 (3rd place). The 199 earned her
the RNX title (3 Qualifying scores 195+). At the WASCUNY
(ASCA) trials, Jazz earned a 2nd in Gamblers Open (bumper) & a bumper
Jumpers Elite leg. He completed September by running like the wind—
earning his Coursing Ability (CA) title at the Lake Country Coursing trial at Sampson.
Jan Estes—Chessie Callie had a nice run at the Chesapeake specialty show in Lancaster, PA
in mid-September. The first event was tracking — where she completed her TDX. The
next day was agility, and she completed her open FAST title and picked up an excellent
jumpers leg — both with first place scores. We finished with obedience and rally, where
she picked up her first CDX leg with a first place and finished up her rally novice title with a
third place. We had a great time!
Diane Krause—GSP Sonny earned his second Open Fast Leg 24" by going First at Wine
Country. Also at Wine Country, he went Select Winners Dog for a Grand Campion Major.

Something to consider: When dog food is new and improved tasting, who tests it?
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Early Winter 2014 Mini-Session of Classes at IDTC
As the Class schedule is subject to change—keep an eye on the IDTC website for the most current Class schedule.
Please note that IDTC is unable to accept aggressive or reactive dogs in our classes. If you are concerned that your
dog is aggressive or reactive to people or other dogs, please ask your vet for a referral to a certified animal behaviorist.

Tuesday Night Classes
11/11, 11/18, 12/2, 12/9 and/or 12/16
Register with Karen Netherton
7:30 P.M. Clicker Training

Tiva Hoshizaki

Limited to 6 students

Tiva has had extensive experience teaching with Clicker techniques. She is a veterinary Resident at Cornell and is very interested in this training technique.
7:30 P.M. Fun with Scent

Kerry Boisvert

Will be offered 1-2 nights depending on sign-up and interest

This class is meant to be an introduction to playing scenting games to introduce your dog to the concept of using his/her nose.
8:15 P.M. Date Night with Your Dog

Sharon Garland

Limited to 8 students

Back by popular demand, this much loved class is returning. Expect the unexpected and come to have fun with your dog. A
grab bag of tricks and exercises is covered and guaranteed a fun time for handler and dog alike.

Wednesday Night Classes
11/12, 12/3, 12/10 and 12/17 (Other available dates: 11/19, 11/26)
Register with Karen Netherton
6:00 P.M. Rally Practice

Hannah Robinson

This class will NOT be an instructional class but one where those doing Rally can come and work on the signs and do complete
courses. Hannah will be coordinating and making up courses. This is a class you must sign up for ahead of time. There will be
shows coming up and this will be an opportunity for folks to practice and hone their skills and to get their dogs working in a
more distracting environment.

7:30 P.M. Trieball

Jen Gerdes

Limited to 6 students

This class is meant to be an introductory class only for the canine sport of Treiball—herding with balls instead of livestock. It’s a
fun an exciting sport. Look it up on YouTube.

Friday Night Classes
11/14, 11/21, 11/28, 12/5, 12/12, 12/19
Register with Pepi Leids
6:00 P.M. Agility 2

Tammy & Joe Osmoloski; Assistant: Donna Hopple

This class will be open ONLY to those who completed the Agility 1 class in spring 2014. This class will NOT have a graduation
day but 6 full weeks of class sessions.
7:30 P.M. Open Agility Practice

Coordinators: Tammy & Joe Osmoloski

Those wishing to participate in this class MUST sign up with the agility registrar and pay the class fee as per their activity status
with the Club (Active members: $20; Inactive members: $70 for the session).
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OCTOBER 2014
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1—Classes

2

3

4—Classes

5

6

7—Classes

8—Classes

9

10

11

12

13

14—Classes

15—

16

17

18—Classes

22

23

24

25

29

30

31

Thu

Fri

Graduation

19

20

21—
Graduation/CGC
Test

26

27

28—IDTC
Meeting

NOVEMBER 2014
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Sat
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11—Classes

12—Classes

13

14—Classes

15

16

17

18—Classes

19—Classes

20

21—Classes

22

27

28—Classes

29

(maybe)

23 /
30

24

25—IDTC

26—Classes

Meeting

(maybe)
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Venue

URL

Venue

URL

AKC

akc.org

USDAA

usdaa.com

CPE

k9cpe.com

UKC

ukcdogs.com

ASCA

asca.org

Dock Dogs

dockdogs.com

World Cynosport Rally

rallydogs.com

NACSW

nacsw.net

NAAD

Northamericadivingdogs.com

IPWA

ipwa.net

UKI Agility

Ukagilityinternational.com

Barn Hunt

Barnhunt.com
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